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"The purpose of this symposium is to challenge and expand the work in identity
development beyond simplistic, single identity developmental frameworks by
examining the inherent complexities of multiple identity development and group
affiliations."
Racial and ethnic identity development theories often have been negligent in examining
the issues of multiple identity development. While most models have segmented identity
development into racial, gender, sexual orientation, etc. identities, these separations have
often left the illusion that identity formation and development as being relatively
unrelated processes among personal identities. The purpose of this symposium is to challenge and expand the work in identity development beyond simplistic, single identity
developmental frameworks by examining the inherent complexities of multiple identity
development and group affiliations. In particular the historical, sociopolitical, and
psychological aspects of multiracial-multi ethnic identity development of visibly

ambiguous people will be explored.
For example, many singular identity developmental models have historically emanated
from an anthropological perspective by examining and contrasting the experiences of
visible racial/ethnic people with people from dominant white groups in the United
States. While acculturation theories have accentuated this perspective by focusing upon
the experiences of visible racial-cultural people when they interact with members of the
dominant white society, this scholarship has often focused upon the impact of a person's
contact with another culture in a relatively unidimensional manner.
However, understanding the internal processes of dealing with multiple identities and
how possible options influence a person's sense of self and others is a complex and
variable developmental process. Illustrating the complexity of multiple identity
development, this symposium will discuss the theoretical conceptualizations and
applications of visibly ambiguous multiracial-multi ethnic identity development as an
example of how resolution of multiple identities can meaningfully exist. By challenging
linear notions of visible racial-cultural identity models, satisfactions and tensions
between racial and ethnic components found within multiracial and multi ethnic people in
context of the family and society will be explored. By utilizing a framework that illuminates the issues of simultaneous multiple group memberships, members of this
symposium will explore the various facets of multiracial-multiethnic identity
development, challenge participants in the ways they and others view the world, and
discuss the importance of developing relevant and meaningful clinical, educational, and
research programs and opportunities especially in predominately white educational
institutions.
They symposium goals are to:
1. Provide participants insight into the role of how multiple identity development
(e.g., multiracial-multiethnic) influences personal identity development for visibly
ambiguous racial-cultural people in personal and predominately white
professional, and educational settings.
2. Introduce participants to the prevailing theory and research in the areas of
multiracial/multiethnic identity development. (Describe how multiracial and
multiethnic identity development theories are related and disparate to theories of
racial and ethnic identity development.
3. Explore how research, clinical, and personal experiences of visibly ambiguous
racial-cultural people can be applied to inform research, clinical and educational
methodologies, interventions, and practices particularly in predominantly white
institutions.
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